Abstract. Color image segmentation is a crucial step in many computer vision and pattern recognition applications. This article introduces an adaptive and unsupervised clustering approach based on Voronoï regions, which can be applied to solve the color image segmentation problem. The proposed method performs region splitting and merging within Voronoï regions of the Dirichlet Tessellated image (also called a Voronoï diagram) , which improves the efficiency and the accuracy of the number of clusters and cluster centroids estimation process. Furthermore, the proposed method uses cluster centroid proximity to merge proximal clusters in order to find the final number of clusters and cluster centroids. In contrast to the existing adaptive unsupervised cluster-based image segmentation algorithms, the proposed method uses Kmeans clustering algorithm in place of the Fuzzy C-means algorithm to find the final segmented image. The proposed method was evaluated on three different unsupervised image segmentation evaluation benchmarks and its results were compared with two other adaptive unsupervised cluster-based image segmentation algorithms. The experimental results reported in this article confirm that the proposed method outperforms the existing algorithms in terms of the quality of image segmentation results. Also, the proposed method results in the lowest average execution time per image compared to the existing methods reported in this article.
Introduction
Image segmentation plays a major role in many computer vision and pattern recognition applications. According to [6] , image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into different regions such that each region is, but the union of any two adjacent regions is not, homogenous. The existing image segmentation techniques can be broadly categorized into threshold-based, clustering-based, region-based, edge-based and physics-based segmentation approaches [17, 6] . There are various hybrid image segmentation techniques, which combine two or more of the aforementioned approaches. Clustering techniques have been widely used to cluster image pixels based on the similarity of their features (e.g. color, texture, etc.). K-means [14] and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [4] are two of the most popular clustering techniques used for image segmentation.
Clustering is an unsupervised learning process, which does not require class labeled data set as training data to cluster unknown set of data into clusters. According to [16] , a cluster is comprised of a number of similar objects (pixels in our case) collected or grouped together. In traditional clustering techniques such as K-means and FCM, the number of clusters has to be predefined to initiate the algorithm. Also, the initial cluster centers (or centroids) are not known. For example, the Kmeans algorithm starts with random cluster centers initially as starting points and then iteratively adjusts the centroids until the algorithm converges. This process is time consuming and may not produce the intended result.
In contrast to K-means, FCM returns the membership weights for each point in the data set, which define the degree of belonging of a data point to a given cluster. A given data point will have a high membership weight (higher degree of belonging) to a nearby cluster a low membership weight for a faraway cluster. [12] claims that K-means is faster and better compared to FCM algorithm.
In the case of color images, which are complex data sets by nature, the determination of the number of pixel clusters and the cluster centroids becomes very challenging. Thus, adaptive unsupervised clustering techniques, which automatically find the number of clusters and the corresponding cluster centroids is vital for successful image segmentation via clustering techniques. Due to this reason, during the recent past, the focus of many researchers has turned towards adaptive unsupervised clustering techniques for image segmentation. Mean-Shift algorithm introduced by Fukunaga and Hostetler [11] is a non-parametric clustering algorithm, which does not require the number of clusters to be predefined. However, Mean-Shift is very much slower compared to K-means algorithm. The time complexity of classical K-means is O(knT ) while the time complexity of Mean-Shift is O(T n [38] proposed an adaptive unsupervised algorithm called Ant ColonyFuzzy C-means Hybrid Algorithm (AFHA), which is a combination of Ant System and Fuzzy C-mean techniques. In [38] , Ant System (AS) [7] is used to determine the number of clusters and the cluster centroids. It is said in [38] that AFHA outperforms other state-of-the-art segmentation technique, such as X-means [24] , Mean-Shift, Normalized Cut [31] . Another unsupervised adaptive clustering approach for image segmentation named Region Splitting and Merging-Fuzzy Cmeans Hybrid Algorithm (RFHA) is proposed in [34] by Tan et al. RFHA algorithm uses region splitting and merging scheme to determine the number of clusters and cluster centroids. Both of these algorithms use Fuzzy C-means algorithm to find the final segmented image. Some other adaptive clustering approaches for image segmentation can be found in [36, 33, 30, 15, 35, 2] .
The computational complexity of the AFHA algorithm is very high due to the complicated nature of the AS module that it uses. Thus Yu et al. proposed a modified version of AFHA algorithm named improved AFHA (IAFHA)in [38] , which finds the number of clusters and cluster centroids via AS by taking only a small proportion (about 30%) of the total number of pixels into account. This modification in IAFHA significantly reduces the computational complexity of the original AFHA algorithm, but it affects the performance of the algorithm at the same time. RFHA is faster compared to AFHA. However, both of these algorithms suffer from the high computational complexity of the FCM algorithm.
In this article, we propose a Voronoï region-based adaptive unsupervised algorithm to automatically find the number of clusters and the cluster centroids in a given set of pixels. First, the proposed algorithm adaptively divides the image into Voronoï regions and then automatically finds the number of clusters and cluster centroids of the pixels belonging to each of these Voronoï regions by using a region splitting and merging scheme similar to the one given in [34, §2.1] (see figure 1) . Next, the intra-Voronoï region clusters that are near each other will be merged together to find the final number of clusters and cluster centroids in a given image. Finally, the final segmented image will be found by applying K-means clustering algorithm on the whole image initiated with the number of clusters and cluster centroids found in the previous step.
The Voronoï region wise clustering in the proposed algorithm reduces the complexity of the segmentation problem significantly, which will be discussed in detail in section 3.2. Furthermore, since the number of possible clusters within a single Voronoï region is usually lower compared to the number of clusters in the whole image, estimating the number of clusters and cluster centroids becomes more efficient and precise.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the work related to the method proposed in this article. The methodology of the propsoed Voronoï region-based adaptive unsupervised algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 discusses the results of experiments conducted on the proposed method and two other adaptive unsupervised cluster-based image segmentation algorithms. Finally, section 5 concludes the research work presented in this article.
Related Work

Image Segmentation.
A formal definition of image segmentation given in [23] is as follows. Definition 1. Image Segmentation [23] If F is the set of all pixels and P () is a uniformity (homogeneity) predicate defined on group of connected pixels, then segmentation is a partitioning of the set F into a set of connected subsets of regions (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n ) such that
The uniformity predicate P (S i ) = true for all regions (S i ) and P (S i ∩S j ) = f alse, when S i is adjacent to S j . Based on this definition, a segmented image can be evaluated by measuring the homogeneity within each segment and by measuring the overlap between each pair of segments. Haralick et al. proposed four criteria to define a good image segmentation in [13] as follows.
(1) Regions should be uniform and homogeneous with respect to some characteristic(s). (2) Adjacent regions should have significant differences with respect to the characteristic on which they are uniform. (3) Region interiors should be simple and without holes. (4) Boundaries should be simple, not ragged, and be spatially accurate. The first two criteria can be directly derived from the definition 1. Most of the segmentation evaluation methods are based on the first two criteria defined by Haralick et al. [13] given in section 2.1, jointly called the characteristic criteria. The first criterion measures the intra-region uniformity while the second criterion measures the inter-region disparity. Zhang et al. [39] provides a good summary of unsupervised evaluation methods, which fall under both of these categories.
Dirichlet Tessellation (Voronoï Diagram).
Image tessellation is a tiling of an image surface with regular polygons and Dirichlet tessellation (also called Voronoï diagram) is one example of image tessellation. Dirichlet [8] introduced polygon-based tessellation in 1850, which was elaborated by Voronoï in 1907 [37] . A Voronoï diagram is the partitioning of a plane with n points into convex polygons such that each polygon contains exactly one generating point and every point in a given polygon is closer to its generating point than to any other. Thus, a Voronoï region can be defined by the following definition, Definition 2. Voronoï Region Let S and X be finite sets in a n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let p ∈ S (denoted V p ) is defined by
where S is the set of generating points.
Thus, in order to generate the Voronoï diagram, the generating points or the seed points have to be provided. In our context, these seed points can be corners, centroids, critical points, key points found in images. For example, Du et al. introduced the technique of Centroidal Voronoï Tessellations (CVT) in 1999 [9] , which uses centroids as the generating points for the Voronoï tessellation. In 2006, Du et al. revisits the CVT algorithm in their subsequent article [10] , which focus more on the applications of CVT.
Voronoï regions (convex polygons produced by Dirichlet tessellation) have been explored as a solution to the image segmentation problem during the past two decades. An interesting paper on Voronoï based image segmentation is On Points Geometry for Fast Digital Image Segmentation [5] . In this paper, rather than applying the Voronoï Diagram on the image itself, it is applied on a few selected points by using the image histogram. [32] also suggests Voronoï cells for image segmentation. The articles [9, 10] focus on spatial Dirichlet tessellation while [5] focus on Dirichlet tessellation on image histograms. distance between two nearest clusters is not less than a predefined threshold.
Proposed Method
As explained in section 2.2, Dirichlet tessellation divides an image into polygonal regions based on the spatial locations (X and Y coordinates) of the seed points (generating points). These polygonal Voronoï regions are much simpler to analyze and process compared to the whole image. Also, since the seed points can be derived from a given image, a tessellation is tailored to the structure of the image itself. Since, these image features are found spatially in an image, we call this process spatial Dirichlet tessellation, which divides an image into N number of Voronoï regions, where N is the number of seed points.
Once a Dirichlet tessellation of a given image is found, the next step is to further divide each Voronoï region V p until the whole image is grouped into small similar regions. Thus, next we consider the feature space of each Voronoï region. If each pixel within a given Voronoï region V p is represented by its d-dimensional feature vectors, then each pixel in V p can be mapped to a point on a d-dimensional feature space.
(1)
where Φ is a set of probe functions representing features of a given pixel x. Φ(x) = x is the feature vector representing the pixel x. [22] can be used. Kmeans clustering partitions the space of observations into k classes such that each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean or the centroid. In an optimal solution, each centroid is assigned the data in its Voronoï region and is located at the center of mass of this data. The Lloyd style K-means clustering algorithm runs iteratively until all the data points in the Voronoï region of a given centroid are clustered together, and then the centroid is moved to the centroid of its cluster [22] . The original Lloyd's algorithm [19] , which is also known as Voronoï iteration differs from k-means clustering in that its input is a continuous geometric region rather than a discrete set of points as in K-means clustering.
Once the k-means clustering is performed, the discrete set of points in the feature space fall within the Voronoï regions of the centroids closest to those regions. Therefore, K-means clustering can be used to cluster data into Voronoï regions based on their features. The K-means clustering algorithm requires the number of clusters (k) to be predefined. In the case of the whole image, automatically finding the number of clusters is computationally complex. However, in the case of small Voronoï region, finding the number of clusters will be more effective due to the small number of pixels and small number of clusters within a given Voronoï region. Thus, we propose to use the region splitting and merging (RSM) scheme given in [34] to adaptively determine the number of clusters and cluster centroids for each Voronoï region.
First, the set of pixels within V p will be mapped into its feature space X p with the help of equation (1). Then, region splitting and merging will be applied on X p in order to find the adaptive feature space Dirichlet tessellation. Let k p be the number of clusters and C p be the cluster centroids found by applying RSM on the set of pixel feature points X p within a given Voronoï region V p , then X p can be represented as a set of clusters as given below. Figure 1 depicts the process of intra-Voronoï region clustering.
Once, the feature space Dirichlet tessellation is completed for all the Voronoï regions in the image, the image can said to be at an over-segmented state. Let the total set of clusters after the feature space Dirichlet tessellation be S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s P }. Since, the clustering was performed within each Voronoï region, there can be clusters with similar features belonging to two different Voronoï regions. Thus, in the next step we find such similar clusters and merge them together to find the final number of clusters and cluster centroids.
In the proposed method, the concept of nearness (proximity) ( [25, §1.19] , [26, §1.4] and [27] ) will be used to find clusters, which are very much similar (proximal) to each other. These proximal clusters can be merged together to form a single cluster. We extend the notion of nearness of clusters to nearness of their respective centroids to compare two clusters.
Definition 3. Cluster Centroid Let s be cluster, then the centroid of the cluster µ can be defined as,
n where x i are the feature vectors representing the members of s and n is the number of members in s.
The Centroid method can be used, when finding inter-Voronoï region proximal clusters. In the centroid method, the resemblance between two clusters is equal to the resemblance between their centroids [28, §9.5]. Thus, clusters whose centroids are closest together are merged. The centroid of a merged cluster is a weighted combination of the centroids of the two individual clusters, where the weights are proportional to the sizes of the clusters [21, pp. 373] .
Let s 1 , s 2 be two clusters and µ 1 , µ 2 be there cluster centroids respectively. Then the lemma 1 can be derived for the Centroid method, Lemma 1. Let s i , s j be two clusters in S and µ i , µ j be their cluster centroids respectively. Then,
In the context of this article, the centroid proximity will be defined as, Definition 4. Centroid Proximity Let s i , s j be two clusters in S and µ i , µ j be their cluster centroids respectively. The centroid proximity between µ i and µ j will be defined as,
where, d(µ i , µ j ) is the Manhattan distance (proximity measure) between the two centroids µ i and µ j given by,
Theorem 1. Let s i , s j be two clusters in S and µ i , µ j be their cluster centroids respectively.
If d(µ i , µ j ) < ε, then s i δ d s j where d is the Manhattan distance metric leading to metric proximity δ d and , ε is a predefined threshold.
Proof. From lemma 1 and definition 4, proximity(s
i , s j ) = proximity(µ i , µ j ) = d(µ i , µ j ). Thus, if d(µ i , µ j ) < ε, then µ i δ d µ j ⇒ s i δ d s j .
Definition 5. Proximal Clusters
Let s i , s j be two clusters in S and µ i , µ j be their cluster centroids respectively. The clusters s i and s j are called proximal clusters (denoted by
where ε is a predefined threshold. Thus, two clusters s i , s j can be merged if d(µ i , µ j ) < ε and the centroid of the merged cluster can be calculated by using equation (2),
where n i and n j are the number of elements in s i and s j respectively. In the proposed method, the following merge condition derived based on theorem 1 will be used to iteratively merge proximal clusters belonging to different Voronoï regions.
Merge Condition : Let s i , s j be two clusters in S such that s i ⊂ X i , s j ⊂ X j , where V i → X i and V j → X j , V i ≠ V j. s i and s j will be merged if s i δ d s j .
All proximal clusters, which satisfy the above merge condition will be found and merged together iteratively until the number of proximal clusters becomes zero. This process yields the final number of clusters k and the cluster centroids C. Finally, K-means clustering on the feature vectors of the total set of pixels X = ⋃ N p=1 X p of the image will be performed initiated with k and C to find the final segmented image.
3.1. Implementation of the Proposed Algorithm. In the implementation of the proposed algorithm, corner points of an image will be used as generating points of the spatial Voronoï tessellation. The proposed algorithm consists of the following major steps:
(1) Find the (X,Y) coordinates of the set of the most prominent corners in the image I. Find the number of clusters k p , cluster centroids C p and set of clusters of X p using RSM module 7: X p = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s kp } 8: end for %Inter Voronoï region proximal cluster merging 9: S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s P } ∶ S = ⋃ ∀Xp s p ⊂ X p 10: minP roximity = inf ∀sx,sy⊂S (d(µ x , µ y )) 11: while minP roximity < ε do
12:
Find the clusters s i , s j ⊂ S that satisfy the merge condition and µ j ) = inf ∀sx,sy⊂S (d(µ x , µ y )) 13:
Find new cluster centroid and O(idc 2 ) respectively and the complexity of the FCM algorithm is O(nc 2 di), where n r , n g and n b are the number of valleys in the histograms of R,G and B channels respectively. Thus, the computational complexity of RFHA algorithm is and c of the RFHA algorithm as the region splitting and merging happen within small Voronoï regions in the proposed method rather than on the whole image as in RFHA. Also, the computational complexity of the K-means algorithm is O(ncdi) [12] , which is much less compared to the complexity of FCM O(nc 2 di). These factors contribute to lower the computational complexity of the proposed method. The computational complexity of the inter Voronoï region proximal cluster merging is O(idc 
The computational complexities of each algorithm reported in this article are summarized in table 1. Computational complexity of Mean-Shift algorithm is given as a reference.
Method
Computational Complexity 
Experimental Results and Analysis
The proposed algorithm was implemented in Matlab and its results were compared with the results of Matlab implementations of AFHA and RFHA algorithms. For the experiments, the latest version of the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS500) [1, 20] was selected. Comparison of results of each algorithm for some sample images from BSDS500 data set is given in figures 3 and 4. During the implementation of the algorithm, ε is set to 71, which is said to be effective in detecting perceptually near clusters as given in [34] . figure 3 , both AFHA and RFHA result in non-uniform background (so many isolated pixels in the background) while the proposed method preserves the homogeneity of the segment representing the background. This fact can be clearly seen by zooming in the segments given in false color (row 2 of Coral image results). Also, both AFHA and RFHA results in some misclassified pixels in the background and on the body of the horses in the Horses image. For the Bird image, Figure 4 . Comparison of results for sample images set 2 from BSD500 data set AFHA fails to give a satisfactory segmentation (centroid colors are far deviated from the original colors) while RFHA produces a segmented image with too many segments in the region of the sky. The proposed method provides a satisfactory segmentation for both these images.
AFHA fails to provide a satisfactory segmentation for the Wolf image as some of the pixels on the Wolf's body are misclassified. The result of RFHA and the proposed method are almost the same except for the fact that RFHA segmented image has more noise in the background. The segmentation result of the proposed method and the RFHA algorithm is very much alike for the River image and Flowers image given in figure 4 . However, the segmentation of the tree line at the bottom right hand side of the River image segmented by the proposed method is clearer compared to the RFHA segmented image. Furthermore, the proposed method provides the best segmentation result for the Moon image. Both AFHA and RFHA results in over-segmentation of the sky area and AFHA fails to segment the moon in the Moon image.
Similarly, both AFHA and RFHA results in over-segmentation of the sky region in the Church image and Mountains image and RFHA results in over-segmentation of the sky region in the Sea image. Also, AFHA results in misclassified pixels in the segmented Mountains, Church and Sea images. The proposed method provides a more uniform segmentation results for all three images.
By observing the results given in figures 3 and 4, it is evident that the proposed method is more robust in segmenting large homogenous regions such as the sky region in all sample images. Segmentation results of AFHA commonly shows misclassified pixels and segments having centroid colors much deviated from the original colors and the segmentation results of RFHA are mostly over-segmented. These facts become evident, when comparing the segmentation results given in false color in figures 3 and 4.
Furthermore, the segmentation results of the proposed method can be further improved by varying the predefined threshold ε depending on the application. For example, figure 5 depicts how the segmentation result of the sample image 2 can be improved by increasing the ε from 71 to 150. It is important to note that similar change of the predefined threshold (dc) in RFHA does not result in such improved segmentation, when the predefined threshold is increased to 150. RFHA results in an under-segmented image for dc = 150. [39] broadly categorizes these evaluation methods into supervised evaluation methods, which evaluates segmentation algorithms by comparing the resulting segmented image against a manually segmented reference image or ground truth and unsupervised evaluation methods, which evaluate a segmented image based on how well it matches a broad set of characteristics of segmented images as desired by humans. Supervised evaluation is subjective and time consuming while the unsupervised evaluation is quantitative and objective. In this article, we will be using the unsupervised evaluation methods.
We first started with the Mean Squared Error (MSE), which is one of the most fundamental benchmark used to evaluate cluster quality. MSE can be calculated by using the equation (3) . The number of clusters and cluster quality for the four sample images given in figures 3 and 4 are reported in table 2.
where N is the total number of pixels in the images, M is the number of clusters produced during the clustering process, S j is the set of pixels belonging to j th cluster, c j is the feature vector of the j th cluster centroid and x i is the feature vector of the i th pixel belonging to j th cluster. Thus, MSE measure the average deviation of the pixels from the cluster centroids.
Image
No. The results given in table 2 shows that the proposed method results in a very low MSE for all the sample images. For all the sample images, AFHA results in the highest MSE for all sample images. RFHA results in the lowest MSE for six images namely, Coral, Bird, Church, Mountains, Moon and Sea and the proposed method results in the lowest MSE for four images namely, Horses, Wolf, Flowers and River. Overall, for the 200 images that was used in the experiments, the proposed method results in 47% of the images with the lowest MSE and RFHA results in 53% of the images with the lowest MSE. Thus, with respect to MSE alone, RFHA seems to perform better than the proposed method.
However, MSE alone has not proven to be a very reliable benchmark for the evaluation of image segmentation results. There is always a trade-off between preserving details and suppressing noise. If there are too many segments in the segmented image, then the difference between pixels belonging to a cluster and the cluster centroid may be lower leading to a smaller MSE. But, since many small clusters are formed and the number of clusters is large, the segmented image may not be a satisfactory one. Therefore, further analysis with regard to the number of clusters and homogeneity of clusters is essential for successful evaluation of the proposed segmentation algorithm.
Liu and Yang proposed an image segmentation evaluation function F (I) in [18] , which penalizes the over-segmentation in segmented images. F (I) can be calculated by using equation (4) . (4) F
where I is the image to be segmented, M is the number of segments in the segmented image, N j is the number of pixels in the j th segment and e j is the color error of region j. e j is defined as the sum of the Euclidean distances of the feature vectors between the original image and the segmented image of each pixel region.
The term √ M in F (I) penalizes the segmentation which form too many segments. e j indicates whether or not a region is assigned an appropriate feature (color). If the resulting image is over-segmented, the color error of each segment may be smaller, but since the number of segments is large, the value of F will be large indicating that the segmentation result is not good. On the other hand, if the resulting image is under-segmented, then the number of segments will be reduced, but the color error of each segment will be large leading to a large F .
A modified version of F (I) named F ′ (I) was proposed by Borsotti et al. in [3] . Borsotti et al. propose to modify the global penalization measure √ M used in F (I) to make it more robust for noisy images. Borsotti et al. also proposed another evaluation function named Q(I) in [3] , which is said to be more sensitive to small segmentation differences. Q(I) uses a stronger penalization factor to penalize nonhomogeneous regions. The equations to calculate F ′ (I) and Q(I) are given in equations (5) and (6).
where N is the total number of pixels in image I, M is the number of segments, N j is the number of pixels in j th segment, S(a) denotes the number of regions in image I that has an area of exactly a and M axArea denotes the largest region in the segmented image.
Thus, next F (I), F ′ (I) and Q(I) were measured in order to perform a more comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method. Since, the number of small segments in the segmented images produced by the algorithms reported in this article was very much low, the experimental results for F (I) and F ′ (I) were the same.
As the number of small regions reduces, ∑ The image segmentation evaluation functions F proposed in [18] and F ′ and Q proposed in [3] fall under the first evaluation criteria given in [13] , which measure the intra-cluster uniformity. It is said in [39] that F , F ′ and Q are biased towards under-segmentation because they use a weighting factor to penalize against oversegmentation. Also, F , F ′ and Q do not measure the inter-region disparity (the second criteria in [13] ), which is vital for fair evaluation of segmentation results.
Thus, next we use the evaluation function F RC proposed by Rosenberger and Chehdi in [29] to cover both evaluation criteria. F RC has two evaluation functions to measure both the intra-region uniformity and inter-region disparity. The first function D(I j ) measures the global intra-region uniformity, which quantifies the homogeneity of each region in the segmented image I j and the second function D(I j ) measures the global inter-region disparity between regions.
M is the number of segments, N j is the number of pixels in j th segment R j , N is the total number of pixels in image I j . According to [39] , the D(R j ) in the case of color images is computed as the average squared color error of region R j . The inter-region disparity between two regions is calculated as:
N G where E(R i ) is the average gray-level in the region R i and N G is the number of gray levels in the image. In the case color images, we will be using the average color difference between the cluster centers to measure D(R i , R j ).
The intra-region and inter-region metrics were combined in order to find the F RC in [29] as follows. [39] that F RC is more balanced with respect to under-segmentation and over-segmentation with only slight or negligible biases one way or the other. This fact becomes evident by observing the results given in table 4. In the results given in 4, RFHA produces the lowest intra-region uniformity for majority of the sample images and AFHA produces the highest inter-region disparity for the majority of the sample images. However, it is important to note that the proposed method produces the best values for the combined metric F RC for majority of the sample images, which means the proposed method produced a balanced result that preserves both the intra-region uniformity and inter-region disparity at the same time. Overall, the proposed method results in the best F RC for 71% of the 200 images used in experiments. RFHA results in the best F RC for 29% of the 200 images in the data set while AFHA results in the worst F RC for all 200 images. Thus, we can conclude that the proposed method outperforms both AFHA and RFHA in terms of the image segmentation quality.
4.3.
Analysis of the Execution Time. Some experiments were conducted in order to compare the execution times of the proposed method with AFHA and RFHA. Table 5 shows the execution time of each algorithm run on a Intel Xeon E3-1280 V2 @ 3.60 GHz processor for the 10 sample images reported in the experiments section. Also, the average execution time per image of each algorithm was measured by segmenting the 200 training images in the BSDS500 data set. The results are given in Table 6 . Comparison of average execution time per image for 200 images of BSDS500 data set By observing the results given in tables 5 and 6, we can conclude that the proposed method outperforms AFHA and RFHA in terms of the computational complexity. The average execution time per image of the proposed method is roughly 22 seconds, which is the lowest compared to the other two methods. The average execution time per image of the AFHA method is roughly 65 seconds, which is the highest and the average execution time of the RFHA method is roughly 52 seconds. Thus, the average execution time per image of the proposed method is improved by 57.69% compared to the RFHA method. Thus, the proposed method is proven to be more suitable for real-time image segmentation applications.
Conclusion
In this article, a new adaptive unsupervised algorithm based on Voronoï regions was proposed to solve the image segmentation problem. The proposed algorithm is capable of automatically determining the number of clusters and the cluster centroids in a given set of pixels. The proposed algorithm adaptively divides the image into Voronoï regions and performs region splitting and merging within Voronoï regions to find intra-Voronoï region clusters, which will then be iteratively merged to find the final number of clusters and cluster centroids. In contrast to existing algorithms, K-means clustering algorithm is used to find the final segmented image in the proposed method in place of the FCM algorithm. The Voronoï region wise clustering in the proposed algorithm leads to significant reduction in the computational complexity of the image segmentation problem. Furthermore, since the number of possible clusters within a single Voronoï region is usually lower compared to the number of clusters in the whole image, estimating the number of clusters and cluster centroids becomes more efficient and precise.
The experimental results reported in this article confirm that the proposed method outperforms two other adaptive unsupervised cluster-based image segmentation algorithms, AFHA and RFHA in terms of the image segmentation quality based on three different unsupervised image segmentation evaluation benchmarks. Also, the results of the experiments on average execution time per image prove that the proposed method is much faster compared to the other two algorithms reported in this article, which makes the proposed method more suitable for real-time image segmentation applications.
